Food is shipped in sealed packages for good reason

So is our microcrystalline wax

Introducing SonnePak™
Revolutionary Multiwax® brand microwax packaging

SonnePak™ Multiwax®
is sealed immediately on filling to maintain food grade purity.

Trays slide out easily and optional scoring allows wax to be snapped into smaller pieces.

For information or product sample, contact Jeff Picerno: +1.724.756.9582 jeff.picerno@sonneborn.com
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Pharmaceuticals are shipped in sealed packages for good reason

So is our microcrystalline wax

Introducing SonnePak™

Purity locked-in

SonnePak™ Multiwax® is sealed immediately on filling to maintain pharmaceutical grade purity. Trays slide out easily and optional scoring allows wax to be snapped into smaller pieces.

Revolutionary Multiwax® brand microwax packaging

For information or product sample, contact Jeff Picerno: +1.724.756.9582 jeff.picerno@sonneborn.com
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